The relation 8p is called the weak-LO (respectively weak-EF) proximity on X determined by the family E. By LO (respectively EF) we denote the category of LO-spaces (respectively EF-spaces) and p-continuous maps.
S is the category of sets. Proof. If E is a determinator on X then by Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 2.6, the weak LO-proximity 8p on X is compatible (and separated), and thus the LO-space (X, 8p) is initial to (X, /.) .
To prove the converse, suppose E is not a determinator on X. Since each member of F is continuous, 8p must be coarser than the finest compatible LO-proximity on X. In fact the topology r(8p) induced by 8p must be strictly coarser than the given topology, say r, on X. So there is a subset AQ of X such that A Q is closed in (X, r) but not closed in (X, r(8p)).
Let 8 be the coarsest LO-proximity on X compatible with r and set 8 = 8c V 8p. It is clear that no object except perhaps (X, 8 ) could be initial to (X, /., y¿). But (X, 8*) also fails to be initial to (X, /., Y¿) for the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
